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1. · Introduction 

The Mizuho Plateau, part of the Antarctic inland south of the Syowa Base, 
is the area explored by JARE (Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition) since 1957. 
The area was formally called Eastern Queen Maud Land (Photo. 1). The Japanese 
Expedition surveyed not only around the Syowa Base but also performed yearly 
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survey trips to the Mizuho Plateau, and consequently gained geographical ifnorma
tion of this absolutely unknown region in Antarctica. 

During the period from October to December 1961, the Wintering Party of the 
5th JARE explored the Mizuho Plateau through the Yamato (Queen Fabiola) 
Mountains up to 75" south in latitude. In this survey trip, morphological investiga
tions, ice thickness measurements, by seismic soundings, gravimetry of the inland 
ice sheet, and meteorological observations were made along the traverse rm,te. 
In the retarn trip, geomorphic surveys were actively carried out in the Yamato 
Mountains. Prior to this trip, a party was dispatched to the r,ead area of the 
Shirase Glacier (Okn-s:'},irase Daira) in late autumn to establis:1 a depot for the 
spring traverse. The data of the spring and autumn survey trips are being ana
lyzed by the members of each section. In this paper the writer gives a preliminary 
report on the morphology of the inland ice sheet based on the data obtained in 
these trips. The topography of the Yamato Mts. has been reported in another 
paper1) . 

2. Inland ice sheet 

The surface features of the inland ice sheet of the Mizuho Plateau are quite 
,different between the inland plateau and the marginal slope, with the boundary 
situated near the Yamato Mts. The marginal slope on the outer edge of the in
land ice sheet is comparatively steep and presents broadly undulated surface fea
tures. On the contrary, no such features are observed in the inland plateau south 
of the Yamato Mts., where the surface is extremely smooth. Therefore, the in
land part of the Mizuho Plateau is believed to belong to the main plateau of East 
Antarctica. Fig. 1 shows the traverse profile of the inland ice sheet along the 
'Spring trip route. Two barometric altimeters were used in the trip to measure the 
surface altitude of the inland ice sheet. The height values in Fig. 1 were corrected 
to eliminate errors owing to temperature changes, but barometric corrections were 
not made. Since all sledges of the trip party were operated simultaneously, it 
was difficult to correct errors caused by atmospheric pressure variations*. 

1) Marginal slope of inland ice sheet 

The morphology of the ice sheet in the marginal slope is largely controlled by 

* Though small in scale, atmospheric pressure variations at the camping ground during 

stagnation are similar to those at the Syowa Base (see Fig.2). Consequently, through the 

meteorological data of the Syowa Base, it was possible to some extent to calculate the atmos· 

pheric variations at camping sites. But, since some assumptions are required in calculation, 

!barometric corrections are not given in this report. 
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rock exposures on the coast, 
and to, some degree · by subgla
cial rock relief.· Because· of 
the exis�ence, · of conspicuous 
mountain blocks of the Lang
hovde and Skarvsnes, the geo-

. morphic features of the east 
coast (Frince Olav Coast) of 
Liitzow--Holm Bay are quite 
different from those of the west 
coast (Prince Harald Coast) 
whe1e rock exposures are small 
and sporadic. 

The surf ace profile of the 
inland ice fheet on the opposite 
coast of the Ongul Islands 
shows a distinct break at· an 
altitude about 800 m above sea 
level. The mean gradient of 
the terminal slope lower than 
8 00 m above fea level is 1 in 
31 which is much steeper than 
in the area above 800 m where 
the mean gradient is 1 in 125. 
The surface of the terminal 
slope f huss broad undulations 
like terraces, · rising step · by 
step toward the inland.. In the 
convex S'i.1.rface many hexagonal 
cracks develop. Blue ice is 
exposed on slopes up to the 
altitude of 65 0 m above sea 
level. In summer plate· shaped 
hollows 1 0  cm to 20 cm in 
diameter are formed all around, 
which suggest active ablation 
of ice by melting. Melting is 
more noticeable near to the 
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coast. Especially, in the steep slopes, melting water flows in channels 20 cm to 
50 cm deep on the surface of the blue ice. Even in the blue ice zone, snow drifts 
are scattered in places where the surface is slightly dented. Immediately after a 
blizzard or after the winter season, snow is widely distributed, but is generally 
very thin on the blue ice. 

Transverse crevasses are remarkably developed on the conspicuously convex 
surfaces of the ice sheet at an alt�tude of atou.t ECO m acove sea level. Th:s: 
crevasse zone appears to extend long �n the SSE direction. The convex featt,.res 
of the ice sheet surface are telieved to te the reflect::.on of the subglacial ridge 
detected in this area by seismic soundings performed by the 3 rd Expedition party2 > 

•. 

It is interesting that the above-mentioned direction is parallel to the stmctv.ral trerd 
of the Langhovde Mountains. 

The sarface of the inland ice sheet higher than 8 00 m has broad undulations, 
30 m to 80 m in relative height (Photo. 1) . The mean gradient of tte ice sheet 
in this area is small, especially in the area between Camp 2 and Camp 3. Because. 
the 5th Expedition party took a survey route parallel to the east coast of li.itrnw-
Holm Bay, the real longitudinal section of the inland :i.ce sheet is not shown in 
Fig. 1. But, even the 3rd Expedition party, which advanced in tte direction of 
the gradient of the ice sheet on the east coast of Ltitww--Holm Bay, found the ice. 
surface rather flat in this area. According to the result of the 3rd Expedition, 
the subglacial rock surface in this area is known to make a broad valley 1, 000 m 
deep below sea level. For this reason, it seems that tre ice sheet in this area is: 
very thick, filling the detected valley, and has a gentle surface, being dammed up· 
by the subglacial rlse west of the valley. 

The small undulations of the ice sheet surface between Camp 2 and Camp 4 
may be reflecting the subglacial rock relief, although any evidence to verify such 
relationship is not available. However, in the area between Camp 4 and Camp 7 at 
Oku .. shirase Daira, four subglacial valleys extending upward from the Shirase 
Glacier coincide well with four troughs on the ice sheet surface. Some of these 
troughs are deeper by about 50 m to 100 m than the surrounding area; transverse 
crevasses on the slopes of the trougbs were impassable for sledges. The 4 th party 
encountered this zone of crevasses at 70 "30'S and 41 "00·E and the 5th party made: 
a detour around it (70"50'S, 41 "lO'E) . According to the result of:the seismic sound
ings by the 4th party, the subglacial valley under one of the troughs is 1, 000 m. 
to 1,400 m deeper than the surrouning area3)

. 

2) Morphology of inland ice sheet in the vicinity of Yamato Mountains 

The Yamato Mountains cons�st of seven massifs and several nunataks extend-·· 
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ing over 50 km from north . to south. The height of the massifs ranges from 

2,000 m to 2,400 m above sea level. The .ice sheet in the vicinity of the mountain 

area flows from SE to NW across the mountains, forming outlet glaciers and ab

ruptly des:::ending 200-300 m. Therefore, the �ce sheet on the SE side is 1; 800 m 

to 1, 900 m high above sea level while on the NW slde it is only 1, 500 m to 1, 600 m 

above sea level (Photo. 2) 4 > • 

The ice sheet on the east side of the mountains is mostly covered with ac

·CUmulated snow, but on the west side a wide blue ice zone of true glacier ice ex

tends. Especially on the lee side of the main massifs sheltered from prevailing 

winds, drifted snow was not seen (Photo. 3). Ice ablation by melting is active in 

the blue ice zone on the coast in summer, but is not found in this area where sub

limation and wind corrasion are dominant. Gojng father away from the moun

tains, blue ice disappeares and snow covers the surface again. 

East of the Yamato Mountains, several nunataks and conspicuous mounds of 

ice sheet surface suggest the existence of a N-S trending subglacial r:se. The in

land ice sheet at about 37"30'E in long. has a broad ridge-like rise stretching 

N-S, as shown clearly in the surface profile of the ice sheet between Camps 8 and 

28 in Fig. 1. On the way ascending south from Camp 9 to Camp 11 the 5th 

sledge party discovered on the left hand side several round ice mounds where cre

vasses were highly developed. This suggests that the foundations of the ice mounds 

are comparatively shallow. Consequently, it is presumed that a subglacial rise 

exsists stretching N-S along the 37"30'E meridian. The reflection on the ice sur

face of the rise becomes fainter as going farther north and could not be clearly 

seen in the area passed. by the 4 th party (30 km north of the route taken by the 

5th party). But, even in this area, seismic soundingE. detected a subglacial rise, 

500 m in relative height, beneath the ice sheet5 > . 

As mentioned above, three N-S trending mountains and subglacial rises exist 

in the area around tpe Yamato Mountains. And th�,e mountain groups hinder 

the flow of the ice sheet from the inland plateau and transform the surface fea

tures. This is believed to be the cause of the break in the surface profile at the 

altitude about 2, 300 m above sea level as shown in Fig. 1, and the break of the 

surface gradient for�ing rather steep slopes extends through several nunataks 

southwest of the Yamato Mountains onto the Belgica Mountains*. 

In the Queen Maud Land many mountains 2, 000-3, 000 m high above sea 

level, such as Kottas Mts., Muhlig-Hofmann Mts., Wohlthat Mts., S¢r Rondane 

Mts. and the like, extend in a row at about 2 00-300km inland from the coast. The_ 

Belgica Mts. and the Yamato Mts. are situated at the east end of this mountain 

* According to the map of the Belgian Antarctic Expedition 1937-58. 
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chain. It has not been clar1fied how these mountains are connected in  their 

geological structure, but they obstruct the outward flows of the ice sheet, ser ving 

as the boundary between the inland plateau .and the marginal slopes in each meri

dian sector area. The outer edge of the inland plateau has an elevaton abor;_t 

2, 800 m above sea level south of the W ohlthat Mts. cons�sting of several massifs 

over 3, 000 m in height. Alw the conspicuo11.s outer edge of the inland platea·i:i. in 

Western Queen Maud Land makes a great escarpment that abruptly c!escends from 

2, 400 m to 2, 2 00 m6)
. 

3) Ice sheet in the inland plateau 

The ice sheet surface in the inland plateau is generally very smooth and 

unbroken. The monotonous surface of the inland ice is disturbed only by some 

transverse steps about 1 00 m high along the contour lines of 2, 000 m and 2, 95 0 m 

above sea level. On these steep slopes snow is blown away by wind and the solid 

surface is exposed showing small hexagonal cracks (Photo. 4) . 

The mean gradient of the inland plateau is 1 in 6 00 up to 3, 00 0 m high above 

sea level and 1 in 800 m over 3, 000 m high, and no undulation conld be discerned. 

The surface of the ice sheet is even and smooth as far as could be seen. The 

final destination of the traverse by the 5 th party ( 75 "S, 38"2 7'E) was a plateau 

3, 230 m high above sea level and 66 0 km south of the Syowa Base, but the smooth 

featureless surface is believed to extend farther inland. 

According to the data obtained by the USSR Expedition, the highest part of 

the ice sheet in East Antarctica is in the neighborhood of 81 (/ -82 "S and 7 0  (/ -80 "E 

and is higher than 4, 0 00 m above sea leveF l . It seems that the vast divide of the 

Antarctic ice sheet stretches NW -NE and that the NW continuation of the divide 

presumably extends to the inland plateau south of the Wohlthat Mts. If so, it 

can be considered that the ice divide is in the neighborhood of 80"S south of the 

Mizuho Plateau, and that its height may be 3, 6 00 m to 3, 800 m above sea level, 

referring to the height of the " Pole of inaccessibility '', 3, 72 0 m high above sea 

level. 

The results of seismic soundings by the 5 th party are being analyzed, but on 

the bas�s of preliminary information it is believed that the ice sheet south of the 

sub glacial rises around the Yamato Mts. is fa-:.rly thick8 i . Also in Western Queen 

Maud Land it is known that the ice sheet is extremely thick so-u.th of the sub-

glacial moun·tains, where the inland ice is dammed up. Hence, it should be con

cluded that the inland ice sheet is not an ice plateau covering a ro'.::k plateau but 

is the ice filling a rock basin. However, some except1onal case:S have been found 

in East Antarti:a. For example, on the way from Ko-:rso:n1skaya and Sovetskaya 
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to the " Pole of ina:cessibility '' , a great subglacial rock plateau were discovered by 
seismic soundings, despite the fact that the surface feature showed no variations. 
Therefore, it may be .concluded that the surface features in the inland platea11 
hardly reflect subglacial topography. 

3. Minor features on the surface of ice sheet 

Except in blue ice areas on coastal slopes and in the places sheltered from 
winds in the vicinity of the Yamato Mountains, the surface of inland ice is mostly 
covered with layers of snow. And the surfaces of snow layers are generally mould
ed into sastmgis of various types shaped by winds9• 1 ° > . In the Mizuho Plateau the 
writer observed sastrugis of so many different types that it was difficult to classify 
them into groups. Some characteristic sastrngis are shown in photographs. 

The most important factors in formation of sastrugis are the wind and the 
properties of snow against wind erosion. Becat:.se the strength and direction of 
winds and the amount of snowfall vary with seasons, forms of sastrugis show 
remarkable seasonal variations. As sastrugis become less distinct inlandward and 
become largely influenced by the morphology of the ice sheet, the forms of sastrugis 
also show conspicuous regional differences. 

In the Mizuho Plateau, easterly winds constantly blow from the Antarctic 
Anti-cyclone. On the other hand, strong winds of NE accompanying passage of 
cyclones far off the Antarctic coast disturb the monotonous sequence of weather in 
this area 1 1 J . Fig. 2 illustrates variations of atmospheric pressure and wind as ob
served on the route of the Spring trip and at the Syowa Base. As shown in Fig. 
2, easterlies with velocity of 5 to 15 m/sec prevail in the Mizuho Plateau with few 
windless day. The farther inland, the lower is wind velocity in general. In the 
inland area, 400 to 5UU km distant from the coast, winds of 5 to 10 m/ sec blow 
from SE every day. Hence, even in fair weather surface of snow is moulded by 
easterly wind and is transformed into sastrugis. 

On the smooth surface of the inland plateau such sastrugis as shown in 
Photo. 5 are common. The windward slopes of these sastrugis are corraded and 
indented by wind, and on the leeward slopes wind-blown snow accumulates slen
derly and thinly. They are the most conspicuous ones in all seasons regardless of 
snow properties. The snow forming sastrugis of this type is compact due to wind 
pressure but is much softer than the older snow beneath. Therefore, sastrugis are 
composed of new snow discontinuously overlying old snow. They are not so large 
and normally rls·e 20-50 cm above old hard surface. From these facts it is believed 
that wind velo:lty is not so strong in the inland platea·:.:i all the year round. Rip-
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pie marks similar to those on sandy shore are found on old and hard snow surface 

in this area (Photo. 6) .  

Not only are the snow drifts stretch long but also they occasionally form 

crescent-shaped snow barchans facing their convex slopes windward (Photo. 7) . 

They are 20-30 cm high and are generally found in the smooth flat snow field. 

Windward slopes of snow barchans are gentle but leeward ones are steep, so their 

profiles are extremely asymmetrical. There are clear signs of leeward shifting of 

snow barchans, as indicated by the banded structures exposed on windward slopes 

Ultzo w-Ho lm  

\ B ay 
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Mizuho 
Pl a t e a u  

0 100 
�-·-�-�.� km 

Fig. 1. Directions of the development of 

sastrugi along the Spring trip route. 

1. Direction of sastrugi f omed 

mainly by wind erosion. 

2. Direction of sastrugi distin

guished a snow drift. 

where former leeward slopes left 

the:r marks as they moved. 

On the inland plateau sas·· 

trugis are conspicuously developed 

on steep slopes of transverse 

steps (Photo. 8) . In places, very 

hard snow surfaces are deeply 

exca·.,atc:1 by katabatic winds, 

forming sastrugis of large size. 

They are usually 0. 5 to lm high, 

sometimes exceeding 1 m. Because 

of strong winds, snow or snow 

drifts are absent. These sastrugis 

are so large and hard that it was 

very difficult for the sledge party 

to travel across. It is known that 

tr.e sastrugis which the British 

Trans··Antarctic Expedition encoun

tered with had developed trans

verse slope.s facing north1 2 J
. These 

may be of the same nature as 

those encountered by the Japanese 

sledge party. Photo. 9 £ hov,s sas

trugis of this type, extremely 

modified by wind corrasion. 

They are deeply carved at their 

windward ba2es, suggesting how 

severe is wind corrasion near the 

sno-N surface. They look like 

to1ds in e ,rery way from tr�e wind-
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ward and on back �urface:; rave pu�tules a3 on toad's back so that the Japanese 
party named tr em " sno N toad ''. 

Katabatic wind is more predominant on the marginal slopes. Winds of 1 0  to 
15 m/sec blew every day during the Spring trip in this area, drifting snow about 
2-3 m thick on free snow surface, and actively modifying sastmgis. As shown in 
Fig. 3, directions of arrangement of sastrugis in fois area are regionally very differ
ent acc?rding to the features of the ice sheet. In the Prince Olav Land sastrugis 
are arranged in the ENE direction in the area between the coast and Oku s irase 
Daira, but in the area between Oku . . shirase Dai.ra and the Yamato Mountains sas·· 
trugis of the direction of ESE or SE prevaiJ1 3 J

. Sastrugis in the troughs on the Oku
shfrase Daira develop in· parallel with the troughs. Directions of sastrugis in the 
neig�1borhood of the Yamato Mountains are ESE or SE, but it has been reported 
that around the Botnnuten Mts. sastrugis develop at right angles with the coa�;tline, 
that is, north··south rn . 

On the marginal slopes there are sastrugis with the direction of NE or NNE 
diagonal to the E- or SE··trending sastrugis mentioned above. These are formed 
when a snowfall during a blizzard is accompanied with a powerful NE wind. Mo"tn 
of them are 1 m in height, 15 to 2 0  m in length and 3 to 5 m in width. In the 
Spring trip, at Camp 1 and Camp 7 where the party suffered from blizzards, sas
trugis of the direction of NE were formed during blizzards. Accordi!1g to the 
records at the Syowa Base, two violent blizzards invaded the coastal area on 
November 5 and 19-21.  During each blizzard the traverse party at Camps 18 

and 19 in the inland plateau had only a slight snowfall, and no variation in wind 
velocity nor of wind direction was observed (Fig. 2) . Moreover, sastrugis with 
the direction of NE were not found in that area. For these reasons it is deemed 
that the two blizzards in November did not invade inland as far as Camp 18. 

Judging from the features of sastrugis and meteorological observations, blizzards 
are considered to have invaded inland up to Camp 13 (about 400 km inland from 
the coast). 

These sastrugis of the direction of NE formed by violent winds in blizzards 
are modified by easterly winds or katabatic winds blowing from the Antarctic 
Anh-cyclone, as shown in Photo. 1 0. The windward slopes of the sastrugls are 
corraded and transformed into steep scarps facing windward and small sharp ridges 
trending in the wind direction. On the other hand, on leeward slopes snow drift 
extends in the direction of wind. Many sastrugis having the features formed by 
winds of these two directions developed in the area between Oku-shirase Daira and 
the Yamato Mountains. 
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4. Conclusion 

(1844) [ 1% � 'iGf f[-

The matters mentioned in this paper can be sumni_arized as follows : 

1. From the morphology of the inland ice sheet, the Mizuho Plateau can be 

divided into two parts : the inland plateau and marginal slope, with the boundary 

lo:ated at about 2, 300 m high above sea level south of the Yamato Mountairs. 

East of the Yamato Mountair:s the existence of two subglacial mountain ranges 

running parallel to the Yamato Mountains is known. It is believed that the 

Yamato Mountains and the subglacial mountain ranges disturb the outward flow 

of the ice sheet from the in land plateau. Distinguished features of the ice sheet 

due to damming up by the mountains are commonly seen at 200 to 300 km inland 

from. the coast of the Queen Maud Land. 

2. The marginal slopes of the ice sheet are generally steep, and their surface 

features are influenced by subglacial rock morphology. On the other hand, surface 

of the inland plateau are perfectly smooth and scarcely reflect the subglacial rock 

morphology. The final dest�nation of the inland traverse by the 5 th Party was 

3, 230 m high above sea level. The ice sheet farther south has a featureless even 

surface and is believed to rise up to the divide of the Antarctic ice shield which 

may be lo:::ated in the neighborhood of 80 "S in latitude. 

3. Conspicuous regional characteristics were recognized m the forms and 

dire::tions of sastrugis. These are control led by intensity and directions of prevail

ing winds in each area. Winds in the inland plateau are generally regular and 

weak. Winds originated from the Antarctic Anti··cyclone blow from east by south. 

Strong winds of NE accompanying cyclones passing off the coast are the main 

agency in the formation of sastrugis of large scale. It is presumed that the in-

fluence of the NE wind is distinct far inland from about 400 km south of the 

Syowa Base. Katabatic winds violently blows down on the steep slopes of the ice 

sheet, resulting in the regional characteristics of sastrugis. Sastrugis in Oku -

shirase Daira and east of the Yamato Mountains are greatly influenced by such 

katabatic winds. 

Upon concluding this report the writer is greatly indebted to the leader M. 

MuRAYAMA and the members of the 5 th Wintering Party of JARE. 
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